LOG NUMBER 1: Place log #1 between the two tabs on the grate. (DVT models: for NG pull log #1 to the front tab, for LP push log #1 to the back tab); (TV models: for both NG and LP push log #1 to the back tab and then lean log #1 backwards onto the back of the firebox). The right side of the log should be flush with the edge of the third grate bar from the left.

LOG NUMBER 2: Position log #2 on the far right of the burner/grate. With the “burned-out” portion of the log facing left and the flat part facing down, place the back end of the log against the burner tab and position the “forked” end of the log straddling the far right grate bar.
LOG NUMBER 3: Position the log #3 ("burned-out" area facing to the right) so that the back end is on top of log #2. The left edge of log #3 should be touching log #1 and the second grate bar from the left.

LOG NUMBER 4: Position log #4 so that the "burned-out" section of the log is facing the back of the unit. Center the left end against the burner tab and place the right end in the detent of log #3. (The bottom of this log is notched out to straddle the 2nd grate bar).

LOG NUMBER 5: Position log #5 ("burned-out" section facing right) so that the bottom is centered and rests up against the 1st grate bar and the top is leaning into the detent of log #1.